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substantial support for the
possibility that the LIP activity in
question is associated with
preparation for eye movement.
The alternative interpretation
offered by Janssen and Shadlen
[4], “the intention-related signals
seen in our experiments could
underlie a shift in spatial attention
that is not in competition with an
eye movement plan” [4], is not
obviously compelling. However, a
related scenario in which these
cells code for intentionality
regarding a response, without
being involved in a specific motor
plan or tied to a specific motor
affector, should also be
considered.
The likelihood that LIP neurons
do not actually measure time, and
that their temporally sensitive
responding codes instead for eye
movement, do not render these
findings uninteresting to the field
of time measurement. The parietal
cortex is frequently activated in
neuroimaging studies of timing —
for example, see [8,12], but see
also review [11] — and damage to
this region [13], as well as
temporary disruption via
transcranial magnetic stimulation,
have both been shown to cause
temporal deficits. A number of
authors have speculated about
the role of parietal cortex in
temporal processing, with some
papers [8,14] suggesting an
attentional function, while
another[15] suggests a system for
calculating magnitude. Until now,
little has been known about how
these involvements could be
manifest at the neural level. 
The demonstration by Janssen
and Shadlen [4] that individual LIP
neurons can respond to visuo-
temporal information confirms
that temporal information is
available to the parietal cortex.
These findings also provide novel
and welcome insight into what
this area may be doing in time
measurement tasks, suggesting
that the role of parietal cortex in
multisensory integration and the
planning of action extends to the
modality of time. Thus, by
exploring temporal processing in
the parietal cortex with single unit
recording, Shadlen’s group has
taken a useful step towards
describing the type of temporal
processes performed in that
region. Their work is also novel
because it illustrates the potential
of single unit recording as a tool
for discrimination between the
different forms of temporal
processing: perception, memory,
preparation for movement, and so
on. Similar work in other
structures associated with timing
may lead to even greater insights.
Thus, Shadlen and colleagues
may not have found the holy grail
of timing research, but they have
certainly discovered a treasure
trove of information which will
undoubtedly lead to a better
understanding of this system. And
really, its about time.
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Christof Niehrs
The Spemann-Mangold organizer
of vertebrate embryos plays a
paramount role during
embryogenesis by releasing a
cocktail of molecules that induce
the embryonic axes and various
cell fates. Bone morphogenetic
protein (BMP) antagonists are an
important class of such inducers,
as was discovered in Xenopus,
where their over-expression has
dramatic effects, such as inducing
a secondary embryonic axis. By
contrast, studies in higher
vertebrates — such as chicken
and mouse — have yielded less
impressive results and have led to
a controversy over how important
BMP antagonists really are and
what their precise role is. In a bold
approach, Khoka et al. [1] have
now knocked down in parallel
three BMP antagonists in
Xenopus embryos and observe
dramatic effects on embryonic
axis formation.
Axis Formation: Redundancy Rules
The role of BMP antagonists in the Spemann-Mangold organizer of
vertebrate embryos is a controversial issue. A study using combined
knock down of multiple antagonists finally reveals dramatic effects.
BMP Antagonists and Embryonic
Axis Formation
The Spemann-Mangold organizer
is of central importance for the
establishment of the vertebrate
body axes during early
embryogenesis. In amphibian
embryos, a grafted organizer
— also known as the dorsal
blastopore lip — induces
secondary embryonic axes and
thus results in a twinned embryo.
Specifically, the organizer is
thought to dorsalize ventral
mesoderm, to induce neural cell
fates within the ectoderm and to
promote gastrulation movements
[2,3]. It is now widely accepted
that one main function of the
organizer is to secrete molecules
that antagonise three classes of
growth factors — BMPs, Wnts
and Nodals — which inhibit all or
some organizer cell fates.
Typically, these antagonists bind
directly to the growth factors,
thereby inactivating them and
protecting the organizer from
signaling molecules that would
inhibit its function. The
expression domains of these
growth factors and their
antagonists create gradients of
signaling activity, which pattern
the axes of the early embryo in a
combinatorial fashion.
Combinatorial signaling by these
growth factor gradients accounts
for regionally specific induction of
different organizers, known as
head, trunk and tail organizers [4].
BMPs are members of the TGF-
β superfamily and they were the
first growth factors whose
negative effect on the Spemann
organizer was discovered and for
which antagonists were identified.
Overexpression of BMP
antagonists on the ventral side of
Xenopus embryos recapitulates
axis formation with the induction
of a secondary embryonic axis or
twinned embryo in amphibians,
zebrafish and chick. Furthermore,
in naïve Xenopus animal caps
BMP inhibition leads to the
induction of neural tissue. This
led to the proposal of the ‘default
model’ of neural induction
according to which ectoderm
forms neural tissue by default,
unless it is exposed to BMPs,
which cause the formation of
epidermal tissue [5]. However, the
importance of BMP antagonists
was questioned, as — in
particular in chick embryos —
they failed to induce neural tissue
and only mildly expanded the
neural plate. This is in contrast to
the function of FGF, which readily
induces neural tissue in chick and
represents an evolutionarily
conserved neural inducer [6].
Furthermore, mutants of BMP
antagonists in zebrafish and
mouse show only mild axial or
head defects and thus failed to
support a major role of BMP
antagonists in axis formation or
neural induction [3].
Functional Redundancy of BMP
Antagonists
The lack of major axial defects in
mutants raises the possibility that
BMP antagonists are only
involved in fine tuning the
patterning of neural and organizer
tissue. However, another
possibility is that there is
functional redundancy among
BMP antagonists, as there is a
whole zoo of anti-BMPs
expressed in the Spemann
organizer — including noggin,
chordin, follistatin, Xnr3 and
cerberus. Recent studies from the
Harland and De Robertis
laboratories [1,7] indicate that the
latter is true. Oelgeschläger et al.
[7] have used sensitized assays in
Xenopus to show that morpholino
antisense oligonucleotide (MO)
knockdown of chordin completely
blocks dorsal mesoderm
formation in activin treated animal
caps as well as inhibiting neural
induction by a transplanted
organizer. Even more
impressively, Khokha et al. [1]
used MOs in Xenopus to generate
a triple knock down of follistatin,
chordin and noggin (FCN). These
embryos fail to gastrulate, and
show a dramatic loss of dorsal
structures and neural tissue. By
contrast, when only one or two of
the antagonists are blocked, no or
only mild effects are observed. In
an elegant control experiment,
Khoka et al. [1] showed that
knockdown of BMP4 partially
rescues the effect of the triple
knockdown. These data clearly
indicate a requirement for BMP
antagonists in early axis
formation. However, it is not clear
whether the failure in FCN
embryos to form a neural plate is
due to a direct role of BMP
antagonists as neural inducers. An
indirect effect cannot be ruled out
because in FCN embryos dorsal
mesoderm, which has the
capacity to induce neural tissue,
does not form. Moreover,
convergent extension movements
are inhibited in these embryos and
therefore presumptive neural plate
cells may remain stuck under the
influence of cells that suppress
neural fate.
However, an elegant study of
Kuroda et al. [8] supports a direct
requirement for BMP antagonists
in neural induction. In addition to
being continuously expressed in
the organizer, BMP antagonists
are also transiently expressed
outside the organizer and prior to
its formation in the so-called
‘blastula chordin and noggin
expressing center’. This region is
fated to become neural tissue.
Importantly, both chordin or
noggin MOs block its ability to
differentiate into neural tissue,
suggesting a direct role for these
BMP antagonists in neural
induction.
The studies by the Harland and
De Robertis [1,7] groups strongly
suggest that the negative or minor
results with BMP antagonists
obtained in other model
organisms are due to lack of
appropriate assays as well as to
incomplete knockouts of BMP
antagonists. Functional
redundancy among BMP
antagonists in mouse was already
noted in the case of noggin and
chordin [9]; double mutant mice
lose head structures due to
anterior gastrula defects, while in
single mutants the anterior
gastrula is normal. Triple mutants
including additional BMP
antagonists, e.g. cerberus, are of
course painful to generate in
mice, and an alternative may be to
ask what happens to embryos in
which all BMP signaling is
blocked, e.g. by ectopic
expression of BMP antagonists.
Are such embryos neuralized? Do
they form ectopic, supernumary
organizers? What is the effect of
the knockdown of multiple BMP
antagonists in zebrafish and
chick? From an evolutionary point
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of view, the redundancy of BMP
antagonists raises the question of
why Nature chose to have so
many growth factor antagonists in
vertebrates, while Drosophila can
do without most of them.
FGF is now recognized as an
evolutionarily conserved neural
inducer in ascidians, fish,
Xenopus and chick [10,11].
However, one of its main
functions is to block the BMP
signaling cascade, as in embryos
inhibited for FGF signaling, the
BMP antagonist Noggin can
rescue neural cell fate [12]. This
effect of FGF may not only involve
regulation of BMP gene
expression but also direct
inhibition of Smads, which
mediate BMP signaling
intracellularly. Activation of the
FGF receptor activates MAP
kinase to phosphorylate Smad1 in
the linker region, thus inhibiting
Smad1 transcriptional activity
[13]. This again highlights the
importance of blocking BMP
signaling during neural induction.
However, in light of the crucial
role of FGF as an instructive
neural inducer, the ‘default model’
of neural induction appears to be
a misnomer.
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